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 1 

1.  Introduction 2 
Salt repositories continue to be a primary concept for disposal of heat-generating nuclear 3 

waste (HGNW).  For the past several years, efforts have focused on the in-drift disposal concept 4 

(e.g. Hansen and Leigh 2011; Stauffer et al. 2013; Jordan et al. 2015a,b,c; Bourret et al. 2016; 5 

Hansen et al. 2016; Bourret et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2017a,b; Kuhlman et al. 2017).  Ongoing 6 

research efforts aim to improve understanding of the behavior of the salt backfill surrounding 7 

HGNW sources, the responses of drift walls to heat sources, and the chemistry and chemical 8 

evolution of brine in such environments.  For these purposes, a number of high-priority 9 

objectives have been identified (Stauffer et al. 2015) and are the subjects of research projects, 10 

including laboratory experiments, field-scale experiments, and numerical simulations (e.g. 11 

Jordan et al. 2015a,b,c; Bourret et al. 2016; Rutqvist et al. 2016; Bourret et al. 2017; Johnson et 12 

al. 2017a,b; Kuhlman et al. 2017; Rutqvist et al. 2017).  Verification and validation of numerical 13 

models remain an essential component of this research.   14 

Work conducted by LANL for Salt R&D during the 2018 fiscal year includes a series of 15 

preliminary borehole experiments (Johnson et al. 2017b), numerical modeling for generic 16 

repository science with potential international applicability, and fundamental code development.  17 

The first two of these focus areas are the subject of separate milestones (M3SF-18LA010303014 18 

and M4SF-18LA010303041).  The remaining FY18 Salt R&D work performed by LANL is 19 

summarized in this report and focuses primarily on development, implementation, and testing of 20 

code for the porous flow simulator FEHM (Zyvoloski et al. 2012, https://fehm.lanl.gov).   21 

Following Johnson et al. (2017a), model development efforts focused on the 22 

implementation and testing of a function for capillary pressure with variable porosity (CPVN; 23 

https://fehm.lanl.gov/
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Figure 1-1).  A manuscript of this work is, at the time of this writing, under review for 24 

publication in Transport in Porous Media and is reproduced in Appendix C of this milestone.  25 

That function took a final form of: 26 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

),   𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

 27 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

,  𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

<  𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 < 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐    Eq. 1 28 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 0.0,    𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 29 

Where Pc is capillary pressure (MPa), Pcmax is the maximum capillary pressure at low saturation, 30 

Sr is the residual saturation, Slmax is the maximum saturation above which capillary pressure is 31 

zero, n is porosity, Sl is the current liquid saturation, and the subscript i denotes the initial user-32 

specified value which is then recalculated during the model run.  By varying the residual 33 

saturation and modifying the capillary retention curve, model behaviors can be avoided that do 34 

not make physical sense, such as the partial saturation of open air nodes. 35 

An additional function based on Leverett (1941) has recently been implemented (see 36 

Appendices A and B).  This milestone is, therefore, composed of descriptions and testing of the 37 

Leverett function as well as other minor code amendments and tests.Appendix C describes 38 

development of the CPVN capillary function, as submitted for publication.. 39 
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 40 
Figure 1-1: 3-D plot of CPVN function, with capillary pressure (vertical access) as a function of porosity and saturation. 41 

2. FEHM Updates 42 

  Code modifications  43 
The primary FEHM code developments were applied to the cappr.f function to add the 44 

CPVN and Leverett capillary functions.  A few minor changes were applied to other subroutines, 45 

in order to handle new model inputs.  Usage of the Leverett function is presented in Appendix A, 46 

and code changes within cappr.f can be found in Appendix B. 47 

Table 2-1: FEHM subroutines to which salt-relevant code modifications have been applied. 48 

Subroutine Description of change 
allocmem.f Allocated arrays needed for Leverett permeability tracking 

cappr.f 
Added Leverett function and minor fixes to CPVN function (see 
Appendix B) 

comdi.f Added common variables for Leverett function 
rlperm.f Added flag, definitions, and reads for Leverett function 
saltctr.f Added permeability tracking for Leverett function 

vcon.f 
Adjusted thermal conductivity function to decrease with 
porosity above 0.4 

 49 
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3. Implementation and Testing of Leverett Retention Function 50 

 Background 51 
The successful implementation of the CPVN function (Johnson et al. 2017a; see 52 

Appendix C) demonstrates the necessity of properly accounting for changing porosity in the 53 

multiphase salt systems.  Another CPVN function, without the ability to modify residual 54 

saturation as a function of porosity, can be found in Leverett (1941) and its implementation 55 

within TOUGH-FLAC, 56 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
�𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛⁄
�𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖⁄

        Eq. 2 57 

where Pcmax is the maximum capillary pressure, k is permeability (m2), and n is porosity.  The 58 

subscript i indicates the initial value for the medium, with porosity and permeability updating 59 

during the course of the simulation.  The Leverett function therefore relates porosity, 60 

permeability, and capillary pressure in similar rocks within a reservoir, assuming comparable 61 

pore shapes.  Based on this function, the ratio �𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛⁄ , is interpreted to relate to the mean pore 62 

radius in a bundled capillary tube model, where k is the permeability of the porous medium and n 63 

is porosity (Rutqvist et al. 2002).  In the context of salt, it is unclear whether the assumption of 64 

consistent pore structure applies across the full range of potential porosity values, a drawback of 65 

both the Leverett function and the linear CPVN function.  In the interest of comparing the 66 

capillary models, the Leverett function has been implemented in FEHM and modified to account 67 

for changing residual saturation, which has not been taken into account in the generic Leverett 68 

function or within TOUGH-FLAC. 69 

 Residual saturation 70 
A potential problem with applying the Leverett capillary function to salt models is that it 71 

retains a capillary pressure at high porosity.  As noted in Johnson et al. (2017a), allowing for 72 
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non-zero capillary pressures in model domains with increasing porosity can cause the model to 73 

behave in unrealistic ways, including the retention of water in void spaces due to capillary action 74 

despite the absence of a porous medium.  One aspect of this problem is in the residual saturation 75 

(Sr) value, which is not incorporated in the general Leverett function but is a term within the 76 

general capillary retention function described in Rutqvist et al. (2002).  For example, if Sr is 77 

fixed at 0.1 for a model run with initially low porosity, Sr will still be 0.1 even if porosity 78 

increases to 0.9999.  Consequently, the model will predict the maximum capillary pressure at 79 

any location with a saturation at or below 0.1; even a node at n = 0.9999 will tend to maintain 80 

saturation near the residual value of 0.1.  Consequently, volumetric water content (θ = 𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆 ) will 81 

be very high due to capillary effects, even though there is no porous medium available on which 82 

capillary effects to act.  Conversely, as porosity decreases to near zero, the wetting phase should 83 

tend to be strongly retained.  Part of this behavior is incorporated in the strong increase in the 84 

Leverett function capillary pressure at low porosity, but the residual saturation value should also 85 

increase (Buckles, 1965; Holmes et al. 2009). 86 

In light of the aforementioned issues, we have elected to include an option for changing 87 

residual saturation in the implemented Leverett function in FEHM.  If the user chooses to use a 88 

constant value, then the fixed user-entered Sr value is maintained throughout the simulation.  89 

Otherwise, a linear function is applied following Johnson et al. (2017a), with decreasing Sr as 90 

porosity increases and increasing Sr as porosity decreases. This allows for a reduction in 91 

saturation values at very high porosity relative to the unmodified Leverett function while also 92 

increasing saturation in remaining tight pores as porosity decreases.  The linear extrapolation for 93 

very low porosity prevents model convergence issues that could be present if nonlinear 94 

approaches are applied. 95 
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 96 

 Verification of the new CPVN functioin  97 
3.3.1 8 Node Problem 98 

Following Johnson et al. (2017a), an 8-node FEHM simulation problem was constructed 99 

to test how variable temperatures allow for small changes in porosity and permeability of the 100 

medium.  Properties appropriate for crushed granular salt are applied with the Leverett function 101 

parameters (see Appendix A) as shown in Table 3-1 and the salt macro is active to generate 102 

changing porosity values.  No external sources or sinks of water or gas are applied.  Residual 103 

saturation was allowed to vary as a function of porosity.  For this test run, an additional file was 104 

output containing the model permeability, porosity, maximum capillary pressure, and calculated 105 

capillary pressure at each iteration.  This file is not normally output in FEHM but allows 106 

investigation of internal calculations in the software. 107 

 108 

Figure 3-1: Model domain for 8-node problem. 109 

 110 

Table 3-1: Starting parameters for test of Leverett function. 111 

Parameter Value 
Initial porosity (-) 0.35 

Initial permeability (m2) 10-12 
Initial maximum capillary pressure (MPa) 0.05 

Residual saturation (-) 0.1 
 112 

Figure 3.2 shows results for analytical and numerical simulations.  The calculated 113 

Leverett function (Figure 3.2-A) is analytically derived based on Eqn. 2 and follows porosity.  114 
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Note that permeability calculations are produced within the salt macro, independently of the 115 

capillary function.  Figure 3.2-B shows the calculation of porosity-variable residual saturation 116 

(Sr) when the option is applied.  An initial value of 0.1 was used in this simulation.  Porosity 117 

variations are minor, so little change occurs in the calculated Sr value, but the expected analytical 118 

value based on internal FEHM variables and the calculated value match precisely.  Likewise, the 119 

calculated Leverett maximum capillary pressure (Pcmax) and final saturation-fit capillary pressure 120 

(Pc) both match their expected analytical values.  Based on these close fits, the Leverett function 121 

has been correctly implemented in the code and is reproducing the correct values based on 122 

variables passed to the cappr.f subroutine from elsewhere in FEHM. 123 

 124 
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 125 

Figure 3-2: (A) Calculated maximum capillary pressure based on Leverett function.  (B) Residual saturation as calculated in FEHM 126 
on 8-node problem compared to expected value with same inputs.  (C) Maximum capillary pressure as calculated in FEHM on 8-127 
node problem compared to expected value with same inputs.  (D) Calculated capillary pressure with saturation fit as calculated 128 

in FEHM on 8-node problem compared to expected value with same inputs.  For (B), (C), and (D), a 45° line is included and points 129 
match to within the limits of the data storage type. 130 

4. Comparison of Leverett and CPVN functions 131 
With the successful implementation of the Leverett function and the prior work described in 132 

Johnson et al. (2017a), the following subsections present tests to evaluate the effect and 133 

performance of the Leverett functions compared to the new CPVN porosity-dependent retention 134 
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function.  In light of the relative lack of experiments with changing-porosity salt domains, some 135 

of this work must be conceptual.  We therefore consider first the differences between the two 136 

functions, then simulate the previously-examined (Bourret et al. 2016; Johnson et al. 2017a; 137 

Blanco-Martin et al. 2018) experiments of Olivella et al. (2011), and finally examine a larger-138 

scale model domain.  Two general questions are considered: 139 

(1) How different are the simulation results at different scales? 140 

(2) How does the efficiency of the two approaches compare at different scales? 141 

We further note that the larger-scale test problems do not have identified correct answers, 142 

complicating identification of a “better” function.  In both cases we also aim to identify whether 143 

clearly unrealistic model behaviors are occurring. 144 

 Example calculations 145 
Inputting a sample set of numbers for the Leverett and CPVN functions allows 146 

comparison of the relative strength of the calculated maximum capillary pressure produced by 147 

each function from the same starting conditions.  Figure 4-1 shows the range of porosity from 0.1 148 

to 1.0 compared to the maximum capillary pressure for each function.  The Leverett function 149 

tends to be relatively weak compared to the linear CPVN formulation as porosity increases.  150 

Conversely, as porosity decreases, the Leverett function produces far stronger capillary pressure, 151 

and an exponential increase in capillary pressure as porosity draws closer to zero.  Although 152 

theory suggests that such a strong increase is feasible based on conceptual models such as 153 

bundled capillary tubes (e.g. Masoodi and Pillai 2012), some uncertainty remains as to the 154 

applicability, relevance, and physical correctness of such a function to a changing-porosity 155 

medium.  Furthermore, as described in subsequent sections, the exponential increase in capillary 156 
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pressure as porosity approaches zero causes numerical difficulties that complicate application of 157 

the model to large domains. 158 

 159 

Figure 4-1: Maximum capillary pressure as function of porosity in CPVN (red line) and Leverett functions.  Leverett maximum 160 
capillary pressure diverges as porosity approaches 0. 161 

 Test problem 1: Olivella experiment simulations 162 
The experiments by Olivella et al. (2011) consisted of a 10 cm long tube filled with fine 163 

granular salt.  One end of the tube was heated to 85°C and the other cooled to 5°C.  Previous 164 

discussions of the experiment have been presented in several milestones (Bourret et al. 2016; 165 

Johnson et al. 2017a) and elsewhere (e.g. Blanco-Martin et al. 2018).  The present work does not 166 

aim to add to the discussion of physical processes as learned from this experiment.  Instead, the 167 

previous modeling work presents a readily available test case for the new Leverett function, 168 
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results from which can be compared to a simple, non-porosity-dependent retention function and 169 

the CPVN function. 170 

Based on the experiment, a simple model domain is constructed with a 10 cm long, 3 cm 171 

tall mesh of uniform 1 cm spacing.  A uniform starting porosity of 0.3 and saturation of 0.3 is 172 

applied, along with thermal boundaries of 85°C and 5°C.  65 days of time are simulated with the 173 

salt macro active.  Porosity results after 65 days are shown in Figure 4-2.  Results using the 174 

Leverett function are in close agreement with the other models, indicating that the new function 175 

is working properly and does not strongly change the simulation results at this small scale. 176 

 177 

Figure 4-2: Simulated porosity after 65 days in domain based on Olivella et al. (2011).  Results with Leverett function (blue 178 
crosses) are similar to those of linear and CPVN functions as noted in Johnson et al. (2017a). 179 
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 Test problem 2: Square box 180 
The second test problem applies the Leverett function to a thought experiment (described 181 

in more detail in Appendix C) with a 10x10 m square box (Figure 4-3).  Material in the box is 182 

simulated as crushed salt, with an initial porosity of 0.3.  A fixed temperature of 25°C is applied 183 

to the top and right-hand (x = 10 m) edges of the box, while the bottom and left-hand (x = 0) 184 

boundaries are considered no-flow (Neumann) boundaries with respect to heat and mass.  185 

Pressure is fixed at atmospheric (0.1 MPa) along the top boundary.  A 120 °C fixed temperature 186 

is applied to a node 3 m above the lower left corner.  Initial temperature within the box is set to 187 

25 °C, with heat flow away from the 120 °C node gradually heating the box interior.  Gas and 188 

brine flow allows the porosity and permeability of different areas of the box to increase or 189 

decrease as brine evaporates or vapor condenses.  The box is initially saturated in the bottom 8 190 

meters.  Gravity is enabled for these simulations.  Each simulation is run for 125 days, the 191 

duration attained by the Leverett function simulations within 24 hours of run time (see Section 192 

3.4 for a discussion of function efficiency). 193 

 194 
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 195 

Figure 4-3: Model domain for 10 m x 10 m square box at initial conditions.  Top and right boundaries are held constant at 25°C. 196 

Three simulations were conducted with different capillary retention functions: (1) a fixed, 197 

saturation-only function; (2) the CPVN; and (3) the newly implemented Leverett function.  A 198 

discussion of the relative effects of the saturation-only and CPVN functions may be found in 199 

Appendix C.  For the present discussion, we focus on the comparison of simulated porosity 200 

changes using the Leverett and CPVN function (Figure 4-4). 201 

Porosity changes from the two functions are broadly comparable, in that a region of low 202 

porosity forms near the heat source and a region of increased porosity forms at some distance 203 
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away from the heat source where condensation occurs.  An additional area of decreased porosity 204 

develops beyond the dissolution zone where brine drawn from the condensation region by 205 

capillary action cools and the solubility of salt decreases, causing precipitation.  However, clear 206 

differences in model behavior may be observed when the Leverett function is applied.  A much 207 

broader area is subjected to dissolution and porosity increases.  Rather than a general band, small 208 

clusters of a few nodes develop high porosities while adjacent clusters of nodes are relatively 209 

unaffected.  Near the bottom of the box, the dissolution region extends farther from the heat 210 

source and covers a wider area.  Precipitation at the heat source is much more localized, with 211 

only a few nodes decreasing in porosity.  At this larger scale, the Leverett and CPVN functions 212 

show considerable differences in output, suggesting that a detailed assessment of the large-scale 213 

capillary behavior of run-of-mine salt would be useful for the future. 214 
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 215 

Figure 4-4: Porosity after 125 days using Leverett functions (A, top) and CPVN function (B, bottom). 216 

 217 
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 Comparison of function efficiency 218 
In addition to the simulation results, we also evaluate the model performance in terms of 219 

the efficiency and time required to apply each function.  This evaluation is conducted based on 220 

the amount of iterations, timesteps, and restarted timesteps in each simulation.  Results for the 221 

test problems are shown in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.  In each test problem, the Leverett function is 222 

compared to the CPVN function and a simple linear, saturation-only retention function. 223 

Timesteps are the number of separate periods of simulation time needed to complete the 224 

specified total run time in a transient model.  Thus, each timestep represents a certain period of 225 

simulated time.  An increase in the number of timesteps when different functions are applied, 226 

given the same timestep control inputs, indicates that convergence is more difficult and shorter 227 

timesteps must be run to achieve a solution.  If the model is unable to converge to the given 228 

tolerance, the timestep restarts with a smaller increment.  Numerous restarts indicate that the 229 

code is unable to apply a large timestep and is having difficulties converging.  In salt models, 230 

timestep restarts often occur if the step size increases such that large porosity changes may be 231 

occurring within nodes during the step. 232 

Two types of iterations are used in FEHM, namely outer Newton-Raphson (N-R) 233 

iterations and an inner solver iterations.  At the beginning of each timestep, the code makes an 234 

initial guess at what the answer will be.  This guess is based on the derivative of the change of a 235 

given term with respect to another variable, times the change in that variable.  Therefore, each 236 

timestep will contain at least one N-R iteration; if a timestep is restarted, an additional N-R 237 

iteration will occur.  In addition, if timestep convergence is not achieved within a user-specified 238 

number of solver iterations, the model will again take the derivatives of all functions, make a 239 
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new guess at the condition, and the process repeats.  Thus, an increase in the number of N-R 240 

iterations indicates that the initial solution guess is far from the final solution. 241 

Once the initial guess has been made in the N-R iteration, the model then uses a solver 242 

algorithm through a series of iterations to determine its final answer for the timestep, with the 243 

final answer achieved when the residuals of the conservation equations are within user-specified 244 

tolerances.  The number of solver iterations required will therefore depend on the convergence 245 

criteria specified by the user, the nearness of the initial guess, and the variability found within the 246 

model.  Given equal convergence criteria, greater numbers of solver iterations indicate greater 247 

difficulty in achieving a solution. 248 

 249 

Table 4-1: Olivella experiment results 250 

Capillary model Linear CPVN Leverett 
Timesteps 95 95 97 
N-R iterations 114 275 258 
Solver iterations 2,663 3,508 7,278 
# Restarted timesteps 0 0 0 

 251 
 252 

Table 4-2: Square box results 253 

Capillary model Linear CPVN Leverett 
Timesteps 3,983 2,702 11,028 
N-R iterations 15,737 14,429 42,082 
Solver iterations 146,881 606,283 1,649,997 
# Restarted timesteps 421 299 1244 

 254 

From the results listed in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, it is clear that the currently implemented 255 

form of the Leverett capillary function is highly inefficient compared to both the fixed 256 

saturation-only function and the CPVN function, although both porosity-dependent functions 257 

have greater difficulty converging than the saturation-only function.  A challenge faced by both 258 

porosity-dependent functions is that the initial solution guess from the N-R iterations is made 259 
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without a priori knowledge of what the porosity solution will be as passed from the tracer and 260 

reaction sub-routines of FEHM.  Thus, the initial guess is typically far enough from the final 261 

solution in active (changing-porosity) nodes to require many additional solver iterations before 262 

convergence is achieved.  The fixed, saturation-only function does not encounter these 263 

difficulties to the same extent because the same linear fit of saturation is always applied. 264 

Consequently, the same derivative function is always applicable.  In the porosity-dependent 265 

functions, the derivative used in the initial guess for the next timestep is based on the linear fit of 266 

the previous timestep, but as porosity changes the actual interpolated line also changes, resulting 267 

in a guess that is far from the final solution. 268 

The Leverett function is likely much less efficient than the CPVN function because of the 269 

exponential increase in capillary pressure at low porosity. Significant increases in maximum 270 

capillary pressure at low porosity results in a very steep pressure-saturation gradient.  Small 271 

changes in the saturation value from the solver algorithm result in very large pressure differences 272 

in a low-porosity node, which must then be balanced against adjacent nodes.  Consequently, 273 

many more solver iterations are required to narrow down a solution to the convergence criteria.  274 

Furthermore, a value passed from an iteration might then cause an adjacent node to attain a  275 

value that is out of bounds of the model (e.g. a negative temperature or saturation), causing a 276 

restart of the timestep.  An improved derivative formulation within the Leverett function is 277 

necessary before this function can be successfully implemented in large-scale problems, because 278 

the current inefficiency would cause large-scale models to be prohibitively time consuming and 279 

expensive in computing power. 280 
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 Summary 281 
At the time of this milestone, the retention function based on Leverett (1941) and its 282 

numeric implementation Rutqvist et al. (2002) have been implemented in FEHM.  Small-scale 283 

test problems indicate the function is correctly calculating capillary pressure and produces 284 

comparable results to previous simulations of the Olivella et al. (2011) experiments.  However, 285 

in large computational domains where porosity approaches zero, the function produces strongly 286 

different results from the previous models, leaving unresolved whether the function represents an 287 

improvement in numeric technique.  In addition, the implemented Leverett function is highly 288 

inefficient and time consuming.  Further refinement of the derivative function is necessary before 289 

large-scale application of this function can be applied.  Until this is solved, the CPVN function or 290 

a similar, simple porosity-dependent retention function is available for changing-porosity salt 291 

problems. 292 

5. Check of Thermal Conductivity Function 293 

 Background 294 
 Thermal conductivity in salt changes as a function of both temperature (Munson et al. 295 

1990) and porosity (Gable et al. 2009).  Numerical simulators account for this variability by 296 

assigning a scaled polynomial function.  Porosity effects typically follow Gable et al. (2009) 297 

based on experimental results presented in (Bechthold et al. 2004), with a fourth order 298 

polynomial, 299 

 𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴(𝑛𝑛) = −270𝑛𝑛4 + 370𝑛𝑛3 − 136𝑛𝑛2 + 1.5𝑛𝑛 + 5    Eq. 3 300 

Where κ is thermal conductivity (W/mK) based on data from the Asse Salt Mine in Germany and 301 

n is porosity.  As defined, the function is a best-fit curve based on experimental data, but does 302 

not necessarily reflect a broader physical meaning in terms of utilizing a fourth-order 303 
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polynomial.  A plot of this equation (Figure 5-1) shows clearly unphysical behaviors above a 304 

porosity of about 0.4; thermal conductivity should not increase with increasing porosity from 305 

between porosities of about 0.4 and 0.6.  Even more problematic, this polynomial calculates 306 

negative thermal conductivity which is a physical impossibility.  The function behaves in this 307 

manner because the data used in the polynomial fit were only for porosities ranging from 0.1 to 308 

0.4 (Gable et al. 2009). 309 
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 310 

Figure 5-1: Thermal conductivity as function of porosity based on Gable et al. (2009), with no correction made for unphysical 311 
model behaviors at high porosity. 312 

 Both TOUGH-FLAC and prior implementations of FEHM applied a truncation to the 313 

thermal conductivity-porosity function above n = 0.4 by simply holding the thermal conductivity 314 

constant at the value of the local minimum around n = 0.4.  Although this fix is clearly an 315 

improvement over the polynomial function, it still yields a thermal conductivity value that  over-316 

predicts thermal conductivities at high porosity.  This effect can be seen most clearly at 317 
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porosities near 1, where the applied truncation yields at thermal conductivity of about 0.6 W/mK 318 

instead of the thermal conductivity of air, roughly 0.03 W/mK.  As such, conductive heat transfer 319 

may be overestimated by up to an order of magnitude in increasing-porosity salt domains. 320 

 Unfortunately, experimental data are sparse concerning the proper thermal conductivity 321 

function to apply to increasing-porosity domains.  Early experiments (e.g. Bechthold et al. 2004) 322 

did not measure heat transfer for any high-porosity salt media.  Although Olivella et al. (2011) 323 

reported porosity values well above 0.4 in their experiment, temperature and heat transfer data 324 

were not recorded.  Consequently, the exact extrapolation of the conductivity function with 325 

respect to porosity above 0.4 is unknown. 326 

 327 

 Modified Thermal Conductivity Function Description 328 
 We have implemented a simple linear extrapolation of the thermal conductivity function 329 

into a test code of FEHM.  For porosity values less than about 0.39, the fourth-order polynomial 330 

function of Gable et al. (2009) is applied.  Starting at the local minimum (κ ≈ 0.6 W/mK at n = 331 

0.39), conductivity decreases linearly until porosity increases to 1.0, at which point the final 332 

thermal conductivity value of air is applied.  This yields a thermal conductivity curve that is 333 

steepest at very low porosity and slowly decreases at high porosity (Figure 5-2).  The present 334 

work does not aim to present a final thermal conductivity function, rather the following test 335 

problem is designed to identify whether simulated temperature differences with the decreasing 336 

thermal conductivity function are great enough to merit further investigation of this topic. 337 

 338 
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 339 

Figure 5-2: Corrected thermal conductivity relationship to porosity.  Previous versions and Blanco-Martin et al. (2018) use a 340 
constant function above porosity of about 0.395 341 

5.2.1 Test Problem 342 

 An up-scaled domain, based on the simulations of the Olivella experiment described in 343 

Section 4.2, with the salt cylinder expanded to 1 m in length and a temperature of 110 °C applied 344 

at the hot end was simulated to test the thermal conductivity function.  Simulations are run for 345 
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1000 days, allowing enough time for porosity changes above the n = 0.4 threshold for the new 346 

function, so that the effects of the conductivity functions can be examined. 347 

 We compare porosity and temperature results from the old, constant conductivity 348 

function and the new, function that decreases thermal conductivity as porosity increases above 349 

0.4.  Results are comparable between the two runs, with a slight increase in the width of the 350 

dissolution band at roughly the midpoint (0.5 m) of the cylinder when the new function is 351 

applied.  A slightly higher temperature occurs in the new model through the high-porosity zone. 352 

All temperatures in the simulation are within 2 °C of each other, indicating that this is a minor 353 

effect in this test problem.  Given the high variability of materials in salt repository systems, the 354 

magnitude of uncertainty induced by the thermal conductivity function may be small compared 355 

to other sources of error and uncertainty.  Nevertheless, a future study of the porosity and 356 

thermal conductivity relationship across the entire porosity range will be beneficial to improve 357 

confidence in the model function. 358 

 359 
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7. Appendix A: Usage and description of Leverett Function and 431 

updated CPVN function 432 
Usage and sample model inputs for the new capillary retention functions are collated here.  All 433 
specifications go under control statement rlp.  The user inputs the model number as either -666 434 
or -333, depending which model is desired. 435 
 436 
For the -666 CPVN model, several additional integers are built into the input reading that are for 437 
model functions that are not yet implemented.  These include a potential modification of the 438 
maximum saturation above which capillary pressure goes to zero, where the user in a future 439 
implementation could allow a changing maximum saturation with a minimum possible value.  In 440 
addition, as discussed in Johnson et al. (2017a), a potential amendment to the residual saturation 441 
function based on the formulation of Buckles (1965) and subsequent revision by Holmes et al. 442 
(2009) may be applied in the future, based on 443 
 444 

𝛼𝛼 = 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟
𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 445 

where α is constant and q is an experimentally-determined or estimated parameter. 446 
 447 
The input parameters differ between the two models so for clarify two separate variable lists 448 
follow, first for the CPVN function and then the Leverett function. 449 
 450 
 451 
Control statement rlp (optional) 452 
 453 
Group 1 – IRLP(i), Sri, ni, Pcmaxi, fSlmax, cp1f, cp3f, rp6f 454 
 455 
Group 2 – JA, JB, JC, I 456 
 457 
Input Variable Format Description 

 
IRLP(i) Integer Relative permeability model type; -666 specifies CPVN 

 
Sri Float Residual saturation 

 
ni Float Initial porosity, if 0 then global variable is used instead 

 
Pcmaxi Float Initial maximum capillary pressure at residual saturation 

 
fSlmax Integer Flag denoting whether the saturation at which capillary pressure 

goes to zero changes (0) or remains fixed at 1 (>0) 
cp1f Float Currently non-functional flag for user-specified maximum 

saturation value 
cp3f Float Currently non-functional flag for Buckles residual saturation 

value 
rp6f Float Currently non-functional flag for Buckles exponent q 

 458 
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 459 
Example 1: Global variable porosity input (ni), decreasing Slmax.  Sri is specified at 0.1and Pcmaxi 460 
at 0.013 MPa.  Slmax varies with porosity.  The last two “1” entries are placeholders. 461 
 462 
rlp 463 
 -666  0.1  0  0.013  0  1  1  464 
 465 
1 0 0 1 466 
 467 
 468 
Example 2: User entered initial porosity ni of 0.35, decreasing Slmax. 469 
 470 
rlp 471 
  -666  0.1  0.35  0.013  0   1     472 
 473 
1 0 0 1 474 
 475 
 476 
Example 3: User entered initial porosity, Slmax held fixed at 1. 477 
 478 
rlp 479 
  -666  0.1  0.35  0.013  1  1   480 
 481 
1 0 0 1 482 
 483 
 484 
 485 

Model -333: Leverett function 486 

Input Variable Format Description 
 

IRLP(i) Integer Relative permeability model type; -333 specifies Leverett 
Function 
 

Sri Float Residual saturation 
 

ni Float Initial porosity, if 0 then global variable is used instead 
 

Pcmaxi Float Initial maximum capillary pressure at residual saturation 
 

cp3f Integer Flag to allow changing residual saturation (1 = changing Sr, 0 = 
constant Sr) 

rp6f Float Initial permeability for Leverett function (m2) 
487 
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Example 1: Leverett capillary function with changing residual saturation.  Initial permeability is 488 
specified as 10-12 m2. 489 

rlp 490 

  -333 0.1  0.35  0.013   1  1.e-12 491 

1 0 0 1  492 
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8. Appendix B: Code for CPVN and Leverett functions 493 

implemented in FEHM 494 
 495 

c * * * * * * * * * * PJJOHNSON CODE MODIFICATIONS, SUMMER 2017 * * * * * * *   496 
c added four flags for por-dependent capillary functions 497 
c these are tied to the linear rlp model - user assigns as normal except Slmax is given a 498 
flag, -111, -333, -666, or -999 499 
c which activates the f(sat, n) one 500 
c pjn, pjni, pjsr, pjSri, pjcpmax, pjcpmaxi are variables used for that 501 
c ALL PJJOHNSON variables used for calcs throughout FEHM are noted by prefix pj                    502 
c                                   503 
 504 
                  if(irlpt(it).eq.-666) then 505 
c set residual saturation and max capillary pressure 506 
c                      open(666,file='Cp_out.txt') 507 
 508 
                       pjSri= rp1f(it) 509 
                       pjCpmaxi=cp1f(it) 510 
                        511 
c read porosity from global variables                        512 
                       pjn=ps(mi) 513 
                      if(pjn.ge. 0.9 .or. pjn.le.1e-6) then 514 
                          pcp(mi) = 0 515 
                          dpcef(mi) = 0 516 
                      else 517 
                           518 
c flag for initial porosity: if 0, then read it from global 519 
c otherwise, user can specify value to use (e.g. for same material with different 520 
properties) 521 
                      if(rp5f(it) .gt. 0) then 522 
                          pjni = rp7f(it) 523 
                      else 524 
                       525 
                       pjni = psini(mi) 526 
                      endif 527 
                       528 
c flag for changing saturation above which Pc = 0; if 0, change it, otherwise stays same                        529 
                      if(cp3f(it).ne.0) then 530 
                          pjlmax = 1 531 
                      else 532 
                          pjlmax = 1-pjn 533 
                      endif 534 
c linear residual saturation calculation                       535 
                       pjSr=(pjSri/(1-pjni))*(1-pjn) 536 
                        537 
c extrapolate max capillary pressure - note that this is at sat = Sr, not sat = 0 538 
(different from rlp 1)                        539 
c                       pjCpmax=(pjCpmaxi/pjsri)*(pjsr) 540 
                       pjCpmax=pjCpmaxi*(1-pjn)/(1-pjni) 541 
c read saturation                        542 
                       pjsat=s(mi) 543 
c                         pjb = pjCpmax + (pjCpmax/(pjlmax-pjSr)*pjSr) 544 
c calculate Pc 545 
                       if(pjsat.ge.pjlmax) then 546 
                           pcp(mi)=0 547 
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                       else if(pjsat.le.pjSr) then 548 
                          pcp(mi)=pjCpmax 549 
                       else 550 
                         pjm = -1*(pjCpmax / (pjlmax - pjSr)) 551 
c define derivative                          552 
                         pcp(mi) = pjCpmax*(pjlmax-pjsat)/(pjlmax-pjSr) 553 
c 554 
c       555 
                          dpcef(mi) = pjm 556 
c                           557 
                       end if 558 
                       end if 559 
 560 
 561 
                  else if(irlpt(it).eq. -333) then 562 
c Leverett function    563 
 564 
c if user enters a number for porosity entry in rlperm.f, use that 565 
c if they enter 0, then use the global variable 566 
c this allows them to have multiple different units be compared to same standard 567 
                  if(rp7f(it) .gt. 0) then 568 
                          pjni = rp7f(it) 569 
                      else 570 
                       571 
                       pjni = psini(mi) 572 
 573 
                      endif 574 
c take initial maximum capillary pressure and residual saturation from input                        575 
                       pjCpmaxi = cp1f(it) 576 
 577 
                        578 
                       pjSri= rp1f(it) 579 
c 580 
c read current porosity from global variables                        581 
                       pjn=ps(mi) 582 
c Permeability comes from salt macro, but is sometimes fed 0 (e.g. timestep 1) 583 
c so address that if need be                        584 
                       if(pjk(mi) .eq. 0) then 585 
                           pjk(mi) = pjki(it) 586 
                       endif 587 
 588 
c Calculate leverett capillary pressure                        589 
                       pjCpmax = pjCpmaxi*(sqrt(pjki(it)/pjni) / 590 
     &                 (sqrt(pjk(mi)/pjn))) 591 
                        592 
                          pjlmax = 1 593 
 594 
c handle residual saturation based on user preference 595 
c if they use 0, hold Sr constant; otherwise, vary with porosity 596 
                      if(cp3f(it).ne.0) then 597 
                       pjSr=(pjSri/(1-pjni))*(1-pjn) 598 
                       599 
                      else 600 
                          pjSr = pjSri 601 
                      endif 602 
c truncate Sr in case it tries to go >1 or to .99999 with function divergence issues                       603 
                       if(pjSr .ge. 0.99) then 604 
                           pjSr = 0.99 605 
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                       endif 606 
c read saturation                        607 
                       pjsat=s(mi) 608 
c calculate Pc 609 
c max sat is currently 1 but if modified, this line handles that                        610 
                       if(pjsat.ge.pjlmax) then 611 
                           pcp(mi)=0 612 
                           dpcef(mi)=0 613 
c if Sl < Sr, use maximum value                            614 
                       else if(pjsat.le.pjSr) then 615 
                          pcp(mi)=pjCpmax 616 
                          dpcef(mi)=0 617 
c otherwise fit saturation function                           618 
                       else 619 
                         pjm = -1*(pjCpmax / (pjlmax - pjSr)) 620 
                         pcp(mi) = pjCpmax*(pjlmax-pjsat)/(pjlmax-pjSr) 621 
                          622 
c I added a truncation here to hold Pc to no more than an order of magnitude higher than 623 
the starting value 624 
c to avoid crashes                          625 
                         if(pcp(mi) .gt. (10*pjCpmaxi)) then 626 
                             pcp(mi) = 10*pjCpmaxi 627 
c failsafe in case of model crash                              628 
                         else if (pcp(mi).lt.0) then 629 
                             pcp(mi) = 0 630 
                         else 631 
                             pcp(mi) = pcp(mi) 632 
                         end if 633 
 634 
                         pjm = -1*(pjCpmax / (pjlmax - pjSr)) 635 
                         dpcef(mi) = pjm 636 
                       end if 637 
c following comment lines are output files that can be activated to check calcs                        638 
c                      write(333,*) pjni, pjn 639 
c                      write(666,*) pjki(it), pjk(mi) 640 
c                      write(999,*) pjCpmaxi, pjCpmax 641 
c                      write(111,*) pjSri, pjSr 642 
c                      write(777,*) pjsat, pcp(mi) 643 
 644 
                       end if 645 
                        646 
 647 
    648 
c end pjjohnson changes 649 
  650 
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9. Appendix C: Paper submitted to Transport in Porous Media 651 
 652 

 The following material is in review at Transport in Porous Media.  Testing of the function 653 

and the test problems described herein was conducted during the early period of the 2018 fiscal 654 

year. 655 
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Abstract 675 
Numerical models of flow in unsaturated porous media employ a range of functions to 676 

account for capillary effects.  In general, these retention functions are assigned at the beginning 677 

of the simulation and calculate capillary pressure based on saturation.  However, many porous 678 

systems involve changes in porosity wherein the retention function should change during the 679 

simulation.  Model runs which neglect these changes may produce unphysical results such as 680 

retention of liquid water in air-filled void spaces.  We present a conceptually and numerically 681 

simple function that recalculates the retention function at each timestep based on the updated 682 

porosity.  The new retention function updates the maximum capillary pressure, residual 683 

saturation, and maximum saturation prior to applying the saturation fit.  We compare results 684 

from a fixed (saturation only) function and the new porosity dependent retention function 685 

through a set of two numerical Gedankenexperiments in salt.  The new retention function corrects 686 

unphysical model behaviors and causes dramatic changes in simulation behavior relative to the 687 

fixed (saturation only) function, especially when applied to systems dominated by capillary 688 

effects.  These changes result in large differences in simulated porosity, saturation, and 689 

volumetric water content.  Water content results obtained using the porosity dependent retention 690 

function are inverted compared to those obtained from saturation only functions, with high-691 

porosity nodes changing from very wet when using the saturation only retention function to very 692 

dry when using the porosity dependent retention function.  These test cases suggest that dynamic 693 

retention functions in changing-porosity systems are important considerations to ensure sensible 694 

simulation results. 695 

 696 

 697 
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LIST OF VARIABLES 698 
Variable Description  Variable Description 
A Mass per unit volume  Rl Liquid relative 

permeability 
m Subscript to denote water 

phase 
 Sl Liquid saturation 

η Subscript to note air phase  Slmax Maximum saturation 
above which capillary 
pressure goes to 0 

f Flux of subsequent phase  Sr Residual saturation 
e Subscript to note energy  κt Temperature-dependent 

thermal conductivity 
q Source/sink term  ic Subscript denoting 

chemistry timestep 
t Time  Δc Change in moles of solid 

salt per weight of the 
solid 

S Saturation  ms Molar mass of solid 
ρ Density  Dva Vapor diffusion 
v Subscript to denote vapor  ni Initial porosity 
l Subscript to denote liquid  τ Tortuosity 
n Porosity  Sv Air saturation with 

respect to water vapor 
ū Volumetric flux term 

(Darcy flux) 
 fmwv Mass flux of water vapor 

k Permeability  Pc Calculated capillary 
pressure 

P Pressure  WMwv Molecular weight of 
water vapor 

g Gravity vector  Pcmax Maximum capillary 
pressure 

γ Specific internal energy for 
subscripted phase 

 Pcmaxi User-specified initial 
maximum capillary 
pressure 

Cpr Specific heat capacity of 
rock 

 Sri User-specified initial 
residual saturation 

T Temperature  Q Empirical exponent for 
Buckles (1965) residual 
saturation function 

h Specific enthalpy  Vl Liquid specific volume 
κ Thermal conductivity    

 699 
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Introduction 700 
Porosity changes are common in unsaturated porous media.  Examples include industrial 701 

applications such as personal hygiene tissues (e.g. Sun et al., 2015), absorbent polymers (e.g. 702 

Brandt et al., 1987), cooling systems (e.g. Jo et al., 2018) and many others.  Geological systems 703 

with changing porosity are abundant and include mineral dissolution or precipitation in karst, 704 

geothermal, or hydrothermal systems (e.g. Evans and Lizarralde, 2003; Waltham et al., 2005; 705 

Ball et al., 2015), thermal or mechanical stress, (e.g. Tsang, 1999), bioturbation (e.g. Pérès et al., 706 

1998; Gingras et al., 2012), diagenetic processes (e.g. Gluyas and Coleman, 1992), simple 707 

compaction of deposits (Boudreau and Bennett, 1999), and radiogenic waste in salt (e.g. Jordan 708 

et al., 2015a,b,c; Bourret et al., 2017).  Research conducted in these areas often includes 709 

numerical modeling in the unsaturated zone. 710 

Many numerical models of unsaturated flow employ some form of user-defined retention 711 

function which is specified at the beginning of the simulation.  Capillary pressure is then 712 

determined from the local saturation and is used to calculate fluid flow.  Most commonly used 713 

models follow this broad approach, such as Hydrus (Šimůnek et al., 2012), TOUGH2 (Doughty, 714 

2013; http://esd1.lbl.gov/research/projects/tough/; c.f. Calore and Battistelli, 2003), OpenGeoSys 715 

(Kolditz et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015), PFLOTRAN (Lichtner et al., 2015), and others.  716 

Several different formulations are commonly employed in these models including linear 717 

functions, the Brooks and Corey (1964) functions, and the van Genuchten (1980) functions.  718 

Most of these functions are designed to work with a single soil/rock type throughout a 719 

simulation, referred to herein as a fixed or saturation only retention function.  However, using a 720 

single, saturation-only form can become problematic if porosity changes from the initial 721 

condition.  As porosity changes, the original retention function may no longer be representative 722 

of the new local porous medium.  Consider an end member thought experiment example that 723 
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clearly demonstrates incorrect model behavior: Imagine that a region of the model domain 724 

completely dissolves, attaining porosity = 1; if the retention function is not changed from its 725 

original specification, this region will maintain a non-zero capillary pressure to try to satisfy the 726 

saturation-pressure balance.  In this situation, water will tend to be retained in what is effectively 727 

open air.  Gravity should cause this retained water to drain from the porosity = 1 region, but the 728 

original retention function, appropriate for the initial porosity, prevents drainage. 729 

In this paper, we describe a retention function developed to dynamically alter the 730 

capillary pressure as a function of saturation based on the updated porosity at each timestep.  The 731 

function is designed to be conceptually and numerically simple to facilitate application to 732 

complex problems where model convergence may be difficult independent of the retention 733 

function.  Equations are implemented in the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) developed 734 

porous flow simulator FEHM (Finite Element Heat and Mass Transfer Code; Zyvoloski et al., 735 

2012) and applied to two simple thought experiments in order to demonstrate the effects of 736 

modifying the retention function as a result of changing porosity. 737 

Background 738 
Porous flow simulators typically allow the user to choose from a variety of standard 739 

retention functions (e.g. linear, van Genuchten, Brooks-Corey) that vary capillary pressure (Pc) 740 

as a function of saturation (Sl).  The specifics of function implementation in different models 741 

vary, but the overall structure is generally similar.  At some low saturation, variously referred to 742 

as residual saturation, irreducible saturation, or critical saturation, Pc rises rapidly to some 743 

maximum value (Pcmax).  We here refer to this low saturation end-member as the residual 744 

saturation (Sr).  The other endpoint of interest is a maximum liquid saturation, Slmax, above which 745 
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capillary pressure goes to zero.  A linear or fit is then applied between these two points to 746 

generate a retention function or characteristic curve. 747 

Several studies have considered capillary effects with changing porosity.  Leverett (1941) 748 

developed a dimensionless parameter which, when plotted against saturation, produced a single 749 

curve for a material type.  This dimensionless parameter included capillary pressure and 750 

effectively a capillary radius term as the square root of k/n, where k is permeability in m2 and n is 751 

porosity.  In this function, capillary pressure and permeability thus alter in response to porosity 752 

changes.  A form of this theory has been implemented in the modeling software TOUGH2 753 

(Fakcharoenphol et al., 2013),  754 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
(�𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛⁄ )0
�𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛⁄

,         Eq. 1 755 

but without dynamic adjustment of the end members and with a single function of saturation 756 

applied to the resulting capillary pressure calculation.  Numerous experiments have shown that 757 

capillary pressure of the wetting phase is stronger when porosity is reduced (e.g. Gallipoli et al., 758 

2003; Nuth and Laloui, 2008; Oh and Lu, 2014).  Salager et al. (2010) conducted experiments on 759 

soil and developed a 3-dimensional surface of saturation, porosity, and capillary pressure that 760 

showed increasing strength of capillary effects for equal saturation as porosity decreased.  761 

Conversely, capillary effects decrease as pore diameters increase.  Open air, with a porosity n=1, 762 

has no capillary pressure because there is no solid grain on which fluid-solid surface interactions 763 

can apply.  Sweijen et al. (2016) used combined discrete element and pore unit modeling on 764 

absorbent gel particles to generate van Genuchten curves for porosities ranging from 0.1 to 0.5.  765 

For porosities above this range, the precise nature of the decrease in pressures as porosity 766 

increases is unclear, but general trends can be identified.  Theory using capillary tube or 767 
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spherical grain models (c.f. Lucas, 1918; Washburn, 1921; Finn, 1999; Masoodi and Pillai, 2012; 768 

Sweijen et al., 2016) allows for a general intuition of the capillary changes with porosity.  769 

Functions for specific materials depend on the pore geometry and the nature of the fluid-solid 770 

contact (e.g. contact angle) which controls the spreading of the wetting phase across the surface 771 

of the solid medium.  For bundled cylindrical tubes with a fixed radius, Masoodi and Pillai 772 

(2012) derived a general relationship based on the Young-Laplace equation as 773 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 2 𝜖𝜖𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐

          Eq. 2 774 

where ϵ is the surface tension of the fluid (N/m), θ is the contact angle between the fluid and 775 

solid, and rc is the tube radius (m).  If porosity increases are caused by expanding pores rather 776 

than the formation of new pores, rc will also increase, driving capillary pressure towards zero.  777 

Likewise, for spherical particles, Masoodi and Pillai (2012) derived the capillary pressure as 778 

 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 3 1−𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛

𝜖𝜖𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

         Eq. 3 779 

where rsp is the equivalent spherical radius.  In this system, too, capillary pressure drops as 780 

porosity increases and also as the radius of spherical particles increases due to the increased 781 

diameter of intergranular void spaces.  This provides guidance on how capillary pressure should 782 

change within the model even for porosities greater than 0.5, the upper limit examined by 783 

Sweijen et al. (2016). 784 

The new retention function we describe in this paper makes an assumption of a consistent 785 

composition and structure of the porous medium surrounding a pore, so that parameters such as 786 

contact angle and pore shape are unchanging.  Capillary differences therefore arise only from 787 

increasing or decreasing pore diameter.  In the salt scenarios considered for this work, pore 788 
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diameter is assumed to change as pores expand or contract when salt dissolves or precipitates at 789 

the perimeter of the pore.  Note that this approach would require modification in systems where 790 

porosity changes include changes in the mineral phase at the pore throat margin (e.g. formation 791 

of caliche horizons in silicate soils) or where porosity is increased by formation of new pores 792 

instead of widening existing pores. 793 

We base our porosity-dependent retention function on a simple linear retention function 794 

previously implemented within FEHM, but a similar approach could be applied to the Brooks-795 

Corey and van Genuchten functions as well.  The general form of the linear retention function is 796 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐,   𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 797 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟

,  𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 < 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 < 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐        Eq. 4 798 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 0,    𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 799 

where Pc is the calculated capillary pressure, Pcmax is the specified maximum capillary pressure 800 

value, Sr is the residual saturation, Sl is current liquid saturation, and Slmax is the saturation at or 801 

above which capillary pressure is zero.  This function is chosen for its conceptual simplicity and 802 

also for a reduction in numerical complexity, allowing application of the new porosity-dependent 803 

function to complex multiphase heat/stress/mass flow/chemical domains where model 804 

convergence may already be challenging. 805 

Porous flow simulator 806 
We apply the new retention function within FEHM through code changes to appropriate 807 

subroutines (Zyvoloski et al., 2012; FEHM, 2017).  FEHM has been used to simulate a wide 808 

variety of multiphase coupled heat/stress/mass flow and transport problems (e.g. Stauffer et al., 809 

1997; Yamaguchi et al., 1990; Spinelli and Fisher, 2004; Fisher and von Herzen, 2005; Tenma et 810 
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al., 2008; Winslow et al., 2016; Birdsell et al., 2000; Arnold et al., 2003; Kelkar et al., 2013; 811 

Stauffer et al., 2005).  FEHM, formulated primarily as a finite volume simulator, applies 812 

equations for conservation of mass and energy between connected volumes as: 813 

conservation of water mass, 814 

𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 + 𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 = 0,        Eq. 5 815 

conservation of air mass, 816 

𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝜂𝜂
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝜂𝜂 + 𝑞𝑞𝜂𝜂 = 0,         Eq. 6 817 

and conservation of energy, 818 

𝜕𝜕𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

+ ∇ ∙ 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 + 𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑒 = 0         Eq. 7 819 

where A(m, η) are the mass per unit volume of water and air, respectively; Ae is similarly the 820 

energy per unit volume; f(m,η) are water and air mass fluxes with units of mass per area time 821 

while f(e) is energy flux; with units of energy per area time. Finally, q is the source/sink term and 822 

t is time.  Water mass per unit volume Am is given by 823 

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 = 𝑛𝑛(𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣(1 − 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣) + 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙(1 − 𝜂𝜂𝑙𝑙))      Eq. 8 824 

where S is the saturation and ρ the density of the vapor phase and liquid phase (subscripts v and l 825 

respectively); n is porosity; and η is the mass fraction of air contained in the vapor phase.  Air 826 

mass per unit volume is similarly, 827 

𝐴𝐴𝜂𝜂 = 𝑛𝑛(𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣 + 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝜂𝜂𝑙𝑙)        Eq. 9 828 

Mass fluxes for water and air are: 829 
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𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 = (1 − 𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣)𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣ū𝑣𝑣 + (1 − 𝜂𝜂𝑙𝑙)𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙ū𝑙𝑙       Eq. 10 830 

and 831 

𝑓𝑓𝜂𝜂 = 𝑛𝑛(𝜂𝜂𝑣𝑣𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣ū𝑣𝑣 + 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙ū𝑙𝑙)        Eq. 11 832 

where ū is the volumetric flux, variously known as Darcy flux, specific discharge, fictitious 833 

velocity etc. (Stauffer, 2006).  Darcy’s Law applies to the movement of the vapor and liquid, 834 

ū𝑣𝑣 = −𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟

(∇𝑃𝑃𝑣𝑣 − 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔)        Eq. 12 835 

and 836 

ū𝑙𝑙 = −𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙
𝜇𝜇𝑙𝑙

(∇𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙 − 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝑔𝑔)        Eq. 13 837 

where kr is the relative permeability of the respective phases, P is pressure, and g is the 838 

gravitational vector. 839 

Energy per unit volume Ae is 840 

𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 = (1 − 𝑛𝑛)𝜌𝜌𝑟𝑟𝛾𝛾𝑟𝑟 + 𝑛𝑛(𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣𝛾𝛾𝑣𝑣 + 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝛾𝛾𝑙𝑙)      Eq. 14 841 

with γr = CprT, and the energy flux fe given by 842 

𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 = 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣ℎ𝑣𝑣ū𝑣𝑣 + 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙ℎ𝑙𝑙ū𝑙𝑙 − 𝜅𝜅∇𝑇𝑇        Eq. 15 843 

The subscript r refers to the solid matrix; γ is the specific internal energy for each respective 844 

phase; Cpr is specific heat; hv and hl are specific enthalpies; κ is effective thermal conductivity; 845 

and T is temperature. Gravitational potential energy is embedded in the liquid phase specific 846 

enthalpy definition (Stauffer et al., 2014b) in FEHM as, 847 

ℎ𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 + 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑉𝑙𝑙 + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔         Eq. 16 848 
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where Cp is the heat capacity, T temperature, P pressure, Vl is specific volume, and z is height 849 

above a reference in the direction away from the center of mass of the gravity field.  With the 850 

inclusion of potential energy, the enthalpy term is sometimes referred to as methalpy (Stauffer et 851 

al., 2014b). 852 

Fluid density and viscosity are expressed as polynomial functions of pressure and 853 

temperature and are fit to National Bureau of Standards data (Haar et al., 1984).  For mixed 854 

air/water phases within an element, the relative permeability Rl function is a linear fit given by 855 

𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 = 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟

          Eq. 17 856 

where Sl is liquid saturation and Sr is residual saturation.  Other formulations of the relative 857 

permeability function are available in FEHM but only the linear approach is implemented for the 858 

porosity-dependent retention function at the present time.  859 

The final set of constitutive relationships concern the governing equations for dissolution, 860 

precipitation, and material properties for the porous medium.  For the work described herein, the 861 

porous medium is considered as salt (pure halite) using model functions applied to previous work 862 

at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP; e.g. Stauffer et al., 2013; Harp et al., 2014; Stauffer et 863 

al., 2014a; Bourret et al., 2016; Bourret et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2017).  The FEHM salt 864 

functions account for the solubility with temperature of salt in brine, such that change in 865 

temperature and moisture content produce precipitation or dissolution of the porous medium that 866 

are linked to porosity and permeability changes.  In addition, the salt subroutines account for 867 

temporal changes in the salt medium rock properties.  These salt functions have previously been 868 

developed and tested (Stauffer et al., 2013; Harp et al., 2014; Jordan et al., 2015a,b,c; Bourret et 869 
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al., 2017) and have induced major changes in porosity in the simulated domains when three 870 

phase (brine, vapor, salt) heat pipes develop.   871 

Munson et al. (1990) identified a temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of 872 

intact salt, κ(T), as 873 

𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝑇𝑇) = 𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−300(300
𝑇𝑇

)1.14       Eq. 18 874 

where T is temperature in kelvin and κ T-300 is the thermal conductivity of intact salt at 300 K (5.4 875 

Wm-1K-1).  Thermal conductivity is also dependent on porosity n and was described by Gable et 876 

al. (2009), based on work inverse modeling of heat experiments conducted by Bechtold et al. 877 

(2004), at the Asse salt mine in Germany as 878 

𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴(𝑛𝑛) = −270𝑛𝑛4 + 370𝑛𝑛3 − 136𝑛𝑛2 + 1.5𝑛𝑛 + 5    Eq. 19 879 

A modification of this function is required for higher porosities because the fourth-order 880 

polynomial deviates from physical sensibility when n > 0.4, first increasing from 0.4 < n < 0.6 881 

and then decreasing rapidly to become negative at n > 0.75.  Consequently, a truncation is 882 

applied to this function in the present implementation of FEHM in which thermal conductivity 883 

for n > 0.4 is held constant at the polynomial local minimum value. Temperature and porosity 884 

effects on thermal conductivity are combined by scaling κT-ASSE to match κT-300 at n = 0, 885 

𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−300(𝑛𝑛) = ( 𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−300
𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑛𝑛=0)

) × 𝜅𝜅𝑇𝑇−𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴(𝑛𝑛)      Eq. 20 886 

In this case, κT-300 / κT-ASSE is 5.4/5.0 or 1.08. 887 

Solubility of salt in water is a function of temperature derived from Sparrow (2003).  In 888 

the modeled range of temperatures, solubility ranges from about 6.1 mol/kg to 6.8 mol/kg.  The 889 

code calculates precipitation and dissolution of a tracer to which salt properties are assigned.  We 890 
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assume that the solid matrix is salt, and that any calculated precipitation or dissolution results in 891 

a porosity change.  The tracer function includes separate terms for the solid matrix and the tracer 892 

within the liquid phase; this formulation is applied to allow flexibility in applying a single tracer 893 

macro form to multiple problems.  Thus, after calculating a volume change due to precipitation 894 

or dissolution, the total mol/kg of the solid phase is forced to remain constant at the value of 895 

solid salt.  For the salt function, the tracer is chemically the same as the matrix, so the change in 896 

tracer concentration between liquid and solid phases describes the dissolution/precipitation of the 897 

salt.  Precipitation of salt fills pore space, while dissolution increases pore space; porosity is 898 

therefore related directly to porosity in each chemistry iteration ic as 899 

∆𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = −∆𝑐𝑐𝜌𝜌𝑐𝑐ϻ𝑐𝑐
1

𝜌𝜌𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙
(1 − 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐)       Eq. 21 900 

where Δc is the change of moles of solid salt per weight of the solid (kg), ρs is density of the 901 

solid (kg/m3), ϻs is the molar mass of the solid (kg/mol), and ρNaCl is the density of salt, with ρs = 902 

ρNaCl.  Permeability is related to porosity linearly as described by Cinar et al. (2006).  For 903 

numerical stability in the current function, porosity is constrained to lie between a maximum of 904 

0.9999 and a minimum of 10-5.  We note that Eq. 21 here places a negative before Eq. 6 of 905 

Stauffer et al. (2013), correcting this equation to produce a decrease in porosity as the 906 

concentration of the solid phase increases. 907 

Water vapor diffusion accounts for thermal and pressure effects described by 908 

𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐 = 𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 𝑃𝑃⁄ ) �𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜
𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜
�1.81       Eq. 22 909 

where τ is tortuosity, Dva
o = 2.23∙10-5, To = 273.15 K, T is temperature (°C), P is pressure (MPa), 910 

and Po = 0.1 MPa (Pruess 1991).  The effective free air water vapor diffusion coefficient is then 911 
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modified based on the Millington Quirk (1961) relationship.  This relationship is commonly 912 

applied as a simple gradient term based on Fick’s first law, 913 

 𝐽𝐽 = 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∇𝐶𝐶          Eq. 23 914 

where J is the solute flux (mol/m2s) and C is concentration (mol/L).  The effective diffusivity Deff 915 

is dependent on porosity and non-liquid fraction of the pore space, or air content θa = San, where 916 

Sa is air saturation, 1-Sl (Jury and Gardner, 1991): 917 

 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐷𝐷𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙
10/3

𝑛𝑛2
          Eq. 24 918 

 Combining the effective and free diffusivity terms into a tortuosity term, τ, yields 919 

 𝜏𝜏 = (𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛)10/3

𝑛𝑛2
          Eq. 25 920 

However, many porous media simulators, including FEHM, use a modification of this diffusivity 921 

for porous media (Ho and Webb, 1998), 922 

 𝐷𝐷∗ = 𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛

          Eq. 26 923 

In practice, this changes the exponent in the tortuosity term from 10/3, as expressed in Eq. 22, to 924 

𝜏𝜏 = (𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛)7/3/𝑛𝑛2         Eq. 27 925 

The measured diffusion value using the simple Deff formulation must be increased by 1/θa for use 926 

in most transient modeling, a point that is often missed and can cause an underestimate of 927 

diffusivity in modeling work when porous media properties are not included (Stauffer et al., 928 

2009).  Mass transport for diffusion of water vapor through air is driven by a concentration 929 

gradient in the bulk vapor phase (air + water vapor) as 930 
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𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣 = −𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣∇𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣        Eq. 28 931 

where fmwv is the diffusive mass flux of water vapor, WMwv is the molecular weight of water vapor 932 

(kg/mol), and Cwv is the moles of water vapor per cubic meter. Similarly, the non-condensible 933 

fraction of the bulk vapor phase (air) is allowed to diffuse along its concentration gradient with a 934 

diffusive mass flux as: 935 

𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = −𝐷𝐷𝑣𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑊𝑊𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐∇𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐        Eq. 29 936 

where fmwa is the diffusive mass flux of air, WMa is the molecular weight of air (kg/mol), and Cwa 937 

is the moles of air per cubic meter. We note that a common practice in porous flow simulators, 938 

assuming binary diffusion where fma = fmwv, can lead to non-physical model behavior and we 939 

recommend that both terms be independently calculated. This is because, in the presence of a 940 

temperature gradient, the condensable flux may not remain in the vapor phase but can condense 941 

into the liquid phase. 942 
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 943 

Figure 9-1: Example of updating the retention function.  The user specifies values for initial condition (residual saturation Sri of 0.1, 944 
maximum capillary pressure Pcmaxi of 0.3 MPa).  Residual saturation and maximum capillary pressure are then recalculated based 945 

on a linear extrapolation from (0,0) through the initially specified point.  High porosity nodes then have generally very low capillary 946 
pressures, while low porosity nodes have very high capillary pressures. 947 

Retention as a function of porosity and saturation: linear formulation 948 
The overall objective of our new retention function is to produce a varying capillary 949 

pressure curve as a function of saturation for modeling of porous media with changing porosity.  950 

We therefore aim to produce stronger capillary pressure effects as porosity decreases and weaker 951 

effects as porosity increases. This is done by adjusting the residual saturation (Sr) and maximum 952 

capillary pressure at low saturations (Pcmax) values and then recalculating the retention function 953 

at each timestep (Figure 1).  The user inputs the initial parameters for conditions at the start of 954 

the simulation.  Subsequent timesteps read the updated node porosity from model global 955 

variables and calculate an updated retention function at each node. 956 
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Residual saturation 957 
In open air (n = 1), residual saturation is 0 and there is no capillary pressure because 958 

there is no solid grain on which wetting can occur.  As porosity decreases, Sr increases.  Sweijen 959 

et al. (2016) showed a weak dependency of Sr on porosity for 0.1 < n < 0.5, but could not 960 

examine higher or lower porosity values due to their approach using packed spherical particles.  961 

Their fitted relationship was given as: 962 

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 = −1.7𝑛𝑛2 + 𝑛𝑛         Eq. 31 963 

This relationship produces negative values at porosities above about 0.588, a consequence of the 964 

spherical model constraints used in that work.  The Sweijen et al. (2016) relationship also causes 965 

a reduction in residual saturation for porosities less than about 0.294, implying that more 966 

complete drainage of porous media becomes easier as porosity reduces which is generally not the 967 

case if pore characteristics other than diameter remain consistent.  Conversely, Buckles (1965) 968 

and subsequent work by Holmes et al. (2009) proposed a different relationship, 969 

 𝑛𝑛𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟 = 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐         Eq. 32 970 

Where Q is specific to the material but generally falls close to 1.  Solving for Sr yields a curve 971 

that greatly increases the residual saturation as porosity approaches 0, until Sr eventually 972 

surpasses 1.  Some form of truncation to this function would be necessary to prevent unphysical 973 

residual saturation.  Furthermore, this function induces steep pressure gradients as porosity 974 

approaches 0, and at very low porosity the function becomes nearly vertical so that small 975 

changes in saturation cause large differences in capillary pressure.  This can present challenges 976 

to model solver routines because minor changes made to the incoming solution in each new 977 

iteration can cause instability.  Depending on the specifics of the solver routines and model 978 

design, this can result in greatly increased numbers of iterations per timestep, reduction in size of 979 
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timesteps, and overall a substantial increase in runtime. In some extreme cases the instability can 980 

cause the simulation to fail to reach convergence.   981 

 In order to force a changing residual saturation while avoiding the low-porosity solver 982 

convergence issues of the Buckles (1965) formula, we apply a linear function of residual 983 

saturation with respect to porosity, 984 

 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟(𝑛𝑛) = 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

.         Eq. 33 985 

This yields the appropriate residual saturation for the user-specified porosity and Sr of 0 at n = 1, 986 

and produces an increase in residual saturation with decreasing porosity.  The linear interpolation 987 

tends to approximately match the Buckles (1965) and Sweijen et al. (2016) functions for mid-988 

range porosities (Figure 2).  The linear function avoids taking unphysical negative values at 989 

higher porosity, as in the Sweijen et al. (2016) function.  The linear function tends to 990 

underestimate low-porosity residual saturation values compared to the Buckles (1965) 991 

formulation but nevertheless produces stronger capillary effects for equal saturation in the 992 

decreasing porosity case. 993 
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 994 

Figure 9-2: Residual saturation (Sr) as a function of porosity (n).  Equation fit (Eq. 4) based on Sweijen et al. (2016) is shown with 995 
solid line; dashed line is function (Eq. 5) from Buckles (1965); dotted line is chosen linear function.  The linear function closely 996 
matches Buckles for porosity > 0.3 and forces increased Sr at low porosities while avoiding the steep gradient and resultant 997 

convergence issues. 998 

Retention function 999 
Maximum capillary pressure will increase as pore throat diameter decreases.  Similarly to 1000 

residual saturation, we apply a linear fit to this value which extrapolates from Pcmax of 0 at n = 1 1001 

through the user supplied value Pcmaxi at ni to a variable calculated n = 0.  In this case, the upper 1002 

constraints of both Pcmax and the maximum residual saturation are not supplied by the user but 1003 

instead determined within the model.  Pcmax is calculated as 1004 

 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

)         Eq. 34 1005 

In combination, the adjusted Sr and Pcmax functions lead to higher capillary pressures at higher 1006 

saturations when porosity decreases, and the inverse as porosity increases. 1007 
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The other end point of the retention function is the saturation above which capillary 1008 

forces are zero, Slmax.  Slmax is highly dependent on the specifics of the porous medium, and a 1009 

generalized formulation is difficult.  For simplicity, this value is currently held at 1, but the 1010 

variable is included in subsequent equations to allow for flexibility in implementation.  With 1011 

these endpoints established, the function is assigned as in Eq. 3 above, but with dynamic 1012 

variation of the endpoints: 1013 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

),   𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

 1014 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

,  𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
1−𝑛𝑛
1−𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

<  𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 < 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐    Eq. 35 1015 

𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐 = 0.0,    𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 1016 

 1017 

By keeping Pcmax, Sr, and Slmax as separate calculations within the code, the retention function can 1018 

be easily altered at a later time to allow changes in how these variables are calculated. 1019 

Thought experiment examples 1020 
 To demonstrate the effects of changing the retention function with porosity, we consider 1021 

two numerical thought experiments in which vigorous liquid,vapor, and solute transport lead to 1022 

changes in porosity.  We further design these domains to feature an extensive unsaturated zone 1023 

and strong capillary effects.  Both domains are designed to induce large porosity changes due to 1024 

high temperature gradients, the relatively high differences in solubility of salt with temperature, 1025 

and abundant, continuous phase changes of brine.  In the first example, we use a simple 1 m 1026 

wide, 0.3 m tall 2-D radial cylinder which is heated at one end and cooled at the other similarly 1027 

to the salt cylinder experiments of Olivella et al. (2011), but scaled up an order of magnitude.  1028 
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Gravity is disabled for this first example.  For the second example, a 10 m × 10 m square domain 1029 

is used with cold top and right-hand boundaries and a heat source applied near the lower left 1030 

corner.  This temperature field induces convective flow of brine and vapor, gravity drainage and 1031 

capillary flow, and leads to a more complex interaction between phases.  Both example problems 1032 

use material properties generally informed by crushed salt (Table 1).  Together, these numerical 1033 

thought experiments show that large differences in results occur when porosity effects are 1034 

considered compared to when only an initial, single retention function is specified. 1035 

Table 9-1: Salt properties input as initial conditions for example problems 1036 

Property Value Units 
Solid density 2165.0 kg/m3 
Specific heat capacity 931.0 J/kg∙K 
Permeability 1×10-12 m2 
Thermal conductivity 1.1 W/m∙K 
Porosity 0.3 - 

 1037 

Heat pipe 1038 
The first domain is a 1 m long by 0.3 m tall 2-D cylinder with uniform 0.1 m grid spacing 1039 

(Figure 3).  Temperature is initially specified at a uniform 20°C.  Note that salt capillary pressure 1040 

can be quite high; Cinar et al. (2006) measured capillary pressures of >0.5 MPa in well-sorted, 1041 

granular salt, so a 1 MPa maximum value is assigned for a potentially poorly-sorted salt domain.  1042 

A constant temperature of 110°C is applied to the x = 0 m (left) boundary and 5°C at the x = 1 m 1043 

(right) boundary.  The top and bottom of the cylinder are perfect insulators and all edges are no-1044 

flow boundaries with respect to fluid flow.  No sources or sinks for water are applied, with only 1045 

an initial saturation of 0.5 for all nodes providing moisture.  The model is run for 365 days of 1046 

model time.  Specifying the domain in this manner induces brine and vapor migration that causes 1047 

porosity changes through dissolution and precipitation.  This process has been the subject of 1048 
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recent attention (c.f. Doughty and Pruess, 1990; Birkholzer, 2004; Cinar et al., 2006; Olivella et 1049 

al., 2011; Caporuscio et al., 2013; Kuhlman and Malama, 2013; Jordan et al., 2015a,b,c; Stauffer 1050 

et al., 2014; Rutqvist et al., 2016; Bourret et al., 2017) due to the consideration of salt as a host 1051 

rock for radiogenic waste.  A comprehensive discussion of brine migration in salt is beyond the 1052 

scope of this paper, but a brief description of the physical mechanisms as relevant to the current 1053 

work follows. 1054 

 1055 

Figure 9-3: Salt cylinder domain and conceptual model.  Top and bottom are no-flow, insulated boundaries.  Fluid may not pass 1056 
through the left or right boundaries. 1057 

 Evaporation occurs at and near the heat source, oversaturating the remaining brine with 1058 

respect to salt and inducing mineral precipitation.  This precipitated salt reduces porosity and 1059 

permeability near the heat source, leading to higher capillary pressure.  Water vapor transports 1060 

away from the heat source towards the cold end of the cylinder.  As it does, it cools and 1061 

condenses which increases the available volume of unsaturated water in cooler nodes, inducing 1062 

dissolution and an increase in porosity and permeability leading to lower capillary pressure.  1063 

Condensation is driven by changing water vapor pressure, the curve of which is steepest at high 1064 

temperatures and is depressed by the presence of salt to about 75% of its desalinated value 1065 

(Figure 4; Bourret et al., 2017).  The boiling point of saline brine is raised to about 108.5°C as a 1066 
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result.  Water vapor pressure decreases most rapidly at high temperatures.  Air moisture content 1067 

(g/m3) at 20°C is about 1/30 of that at the boiling point.  This means that 29/30 of available water 1068 

vapor have condensed over the distance from the location of boiling to the location of the 20 C 1069 

contour. Hence, most of the porosity impacts are greatest in warm areas of the model domain.  1070 

Drying of nodes near the heat source induces capillary wicking of brine to replace the water that 1071 

has evaporated and drives a continuous cycle.  Salt saturated water may also move into colder 1072 

areas of the model where solubility is lower, causing precipitation of salt.  This effect competes 1073 

with condensation-induced dissolution of salt.  The precise porosity change at any given node is 1074 

therefore driven both by the change in total water volume and the temperature-dependent 1075 

solubility of salt, both of which focus porosity increases in warm but sub-boiling areas of the 1076 

model. 1077 
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 1078 

Figure 9-4: Schematic of vapor pressure curve (black) and air moisture holding capacity (gray) for pure water (solid line) and brine 1079 
(dashed line).  Evaporation/condensation and precipitation/dissolution reactions are strongest in the steepest parts of the curve 1080 

(rectangle). 1081 

We compare results for porosity, saturation, volumetric water content as the product of 1082 

porosity × saturation, and temperature (Figure 5) through the horizontal centerline of the 1083 

cylinder.  Porosity results follow a similar pattern between the two retention functions, with a 1084 

decrease near the heat source and an increase in the middle of the cylinder where abundant water 1085 

condenses.  However, results using the new retention function show a much more subdued 1086 

increase in porosity, with a maximum value of about 0.47 compared to total dissolution when 1087 

using the fixed, saturation only retention function.  Saturation results also contrast between the 1088 

functions.  With the fixed retention function, capillary pressure balance is achieved by 1089 

equilibrating saturation throughout the domain.  When using the new retention function, where 1090 

capillary pressure drops as porosity increases, pressure equilibrates at different saturations for 1091 
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different porosities.  Specifically, high-porosity nodes must have lower saturation and low-1092 

porosity nodes must have higher saturation in order to balance capillary pressure. 1093 

As a consequence of the combination different porosity and different saturation, the two 1094 

functions produce results that show highly contrasting volumetric water content.  In both cases, 1095 

the extremely low porosity at the heater causes low water content, but otherwise the two 1096 

functions produce different outputs throughout the model domain.  With equal saturation 1097 

throughout, results using the saturation-only function show water content as following porosity, 1098 

with most of the water concentrated in the highly porous nodes and reductions elsewhere in the 1099 

domain.  The porosity-dependent retention function, by contrast, causes nodes within the strong 1100 

dissolution zone to be relatively dry, while water content is higher towards the cold end of the 1101 

cylinder. 1102 

Temperature results for the two simulations show a marked difference in the distribution 1103 

and gradients of temperatures.  Total dissolution of a portion of the model domain in the 1104 

simulation using the saturation-only retention function slows heat transfer through those nodes 1105 

because the thermal conductivity function (Eq. 19) is truncated to a low value (~0.5 W/m K).  1106 

Heat transfer in this case is dominated by movement of air and vapor and by conduction through 1107 

the brine in the pore space.  As a result, heat transfer is very slow through the dissolution band 1108 

and a steep thermal gradient is induced.  By contrast, the simulation using the porosity-dependent 1109 

retention function does not allow for total dissolution at any nodes.  Thermal conductivity of the 1110 

remaining solid fraction remains relatively high, so that the thermal gradient is shallower and 1111 

temperatures at any given point in the domain are lower that at the same point in the fixed 1112 

retention function simulation. 1113 
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 1114 

Figure 9-5: 365-day model results for porosity (A), saturation (B), water content (C), and Temperature (D).  Initial condition is 1115 
shown with dotted line.  “X” symbols indicate results when a saturation-only retention function is used.  Triangles indicate results 1116 

with the new porosity-dependent retention function. Heat source is at x = 0 and cold boundary is at x = 1. 1117 

Square box 1118 
The second example scenario uses a 10 m × 10 m, 2-D square domain with 0.1 m spacing 1119 

(Figure 6).  As previously described, we apply the salt function built within FEHM with porous 1120 

media characteristics similar to the previous run.  Boundary and initial conditions are designed to 1121 

induce strong changes in porosity.  The bottom 8 m are fully saturated at hydrostatic pressure, 1122 
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while the top 2 m are fully dry at time t = 0.  Initial temperature in the entire domain is 20°C.  1123 

The edges of the domain are no-flow boundaries with respect to mass.  The top and right 1124 

boundaries are held constant at 20°C.  A constant temperature of 120°C is input 3 m above the 1125 

origin, and gravity is enabled in this numerical experiment.  The geometry of the simulation 1126 

causes convective circulation.  Liquid recharge at the heat source is driven by capillary pull of 1127 

water from as the water near the heat source boils and increases capillary pressure near the 1128 

heater. Gravitational settling of water from higher in the domain also contributes to recharge near 1129 

the heater.  Strong porosity changes are induced by circulating flow of vapor and liquid.  The set-1130 

up of this simulation allows examination of the behavior of highly-porous nodes above the 1131 

saturated water surface.  400 days of model time are simulated for each scenario. 1132 

 1133 

Figure 9-6: Model domain for 2D setup.  The box is closed with respect to mass flow.  The top and right-hand boundaries are held 1134 
constant at 25°C.  A constant 120°C temperature is input above the lower left corner, allowing for capillary draw of any water that 1135 

accumulates below the heat source. 1136 
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 Results for porosity, saturation, and volumetric water content are shown in Figure 7.  For 1137 

both retention functions, a low-porosity rind forms near the heat source.  A dissolution front 1138 

forms farther from the heat source (typically about 6 m) where condensation and increased 1139 

solubility of salt combine for the greatest porosity change.  However, using the new retention 1140 

function, the dissolution front is slightly closer to the heat source and considerably narrower. 1141 

Dissolution is weaker inside the dissolution band, with total dissolution only in a 1-2 node wide 1142 

band that extends from about 3 m to 8 m high in the box. 1143 

 Beyond the dissolution front is a secondary band of reduced porosity, which is wide and 1144 

strongly reduced when using the saturation-only retention function.  This same reduced porosity 1145 

band is thin and of lower intensity when using the porosity-dependent retention function.  The 1146 

temperature gradient at this point is very sharp for both retention functions; consequently, nearly 1147 

all of the water vapor condenses in the high-porosity region where water vapor pressure changes 1148 

most rapidly.  Little water vapor condenses beyond the dissolution front, so most of the water 1149 

entering these nodes is drawn from the porous region in the form of liquid water that is already 1150 

saturated with salt.  Cooling causes the water to become oversaturated and salt to precipitate, 1151 

closing pore space.   1152 

 When the saturation-only retention function is applied, the dominance of capillary effects 1153 

with the limited available volume of water causes saturation to be distributed nearly evenly 1154 

through all nodes.  A slight decrease is observed at the heat source due to repeated boiling of 1155 

water, as well as a hydrostatic effect with more water at the bottom of the domain.  High-1156 

porosity nodes in stacked vertical arrays remain partly saturated, highlighting the problem with 1157 

water being retained in void space, the issue that originally motivated the new porosity 1158 

dependent retention function.  By comparison, the new retention function has considerable 1159 
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heterogeneity in saturation.  A band of near-zero saturation forms where high-porosity nodes 1160 

drain into underlying nodes.  Water is no longer retained in void space in these areas.  Saturation 1161 

is also low in the high-porosity nodes near the base of the model because of capillary drainage 1162 

into the surrounding nodes.  Meanwhile, low-porosity nodes in the cooling region and near the 1163 

heat source have higher saturation than the corresponding parts of the saturation-only retention 1164 

function simulation due to the much stronger capillary pressure in these nodes using the porosity-1165 

dependent form of the retention function. 1166 

As with the three-phase heat pipe numerical experiments described in Section 5.1, 1167 

volumetric water content shows a nearly complete inversion in the high-porosity nodes when 1168 

using the new retention function.  The even distribution of saturation in the saturation-only 1169 

retention function causes the highly porous areas to be water-rich, with up to 80% of the 1170 

represented volume filled with water.  Conversely, the new retention function preferentially 1171 

drains high-porosity nodes either into surrounding nodes through capillary flow or downward by 1172 

gravity.  Consequently, the porous nodes in the simulation using the porosity dependent retention 1173 

function have very low water contents while the high porosity nodes in the simulation using the 1174 

fix, saturation-only retention function have relatively high water content. 1175 

 1176 
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 1177 

Figure 9-7: (left to right) Porosity, saturation, volumetric water content (VWC), and Temperature (°C) contours for the saturation-only retention function (top row) and new porosity-1178 
dependent retention function (Bottom row). Porosity changes are restricted in the new function because capillary pull toward the heat source is prevented by the increasing porosity 1179 

region which limits capillary pressure and residual saturation.  Saturation is much more heterogeneous and water is drawn into lower-porosity regions surrounding the dissolution 1180 
band.  As a result, water content of the porous portions of the domain is greatly reduced in the new function, compared to very high water content (and retained water) in the wide 1181 

dissolution band of the saturation-only retention function.1182 
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Discussion 1183 
The two thought experiments presented above demonstrate a fundamental change in the 1184 

behavior of simulated three-phase heat pipes when a porosity dependent retention function is 1185 

included.  When a single, saturation-only retention function is specified, pressure equilibrium is 1186 

achieved by evenly distributing saturation throughout the domain; when capillary pressure is a 1187 

major component of the pressure term in the system, the even distribution of saturation follows 1188 

naturally from having a single retention function.  As a result, water content scales with porosity, 1189 

so that highly porous nodes contain large volumes of water.  By contrast, the porosity-dependent 1190 

retention function must vary saturation between nodes to equilibrate pressure; highly porous 1191 

nodes must be dryer to have the same capillary pressure as low-porosity nodes. In fact, as 1192 

porosity approaches one, capillary pressure goes to zero, resulting in no capillary pull of water 1193 

towards open space. 1194 

The contrast in capillary behavior affects all types of results.  Since the considered 1195 

system is driven by reactions between the salt medium and water, variability in water content 1196 

causes a feedback in the driving chemical reactions.  In simulations using the new porosity 1197 

dependent retention function, this difference manifests as a limitation on the magnitude of 1198 

porosity changes, where drying of nodes with increased porosity limits further dissolution, while 1199 

the saturation-only retention function forces ever-stronger changes.  Water content is inverted 1200 

between simulations using the two retention functions.  Differences in dissolution can force 1201 

changes in heat transfer due to variation in thermal conductivity and convective moisture flow.  1202 

The brine migration-driven aspects of the chemical reactions are also different between the two 1203 

functions, because high-porosity regions limit capillarity-driven recharge of water to the heat 1204 

source; especially in the salt cylinder model. This effect is important because of the lack of 1205 

gravity flow to counter reduced capillary pressure. 1206 
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The porosity-dependent retention function tends to induce an increase in the saturation of 1207 

the lowest-porosity nodes when compared to the saturation-only retention function.  In our salt 1208 

cylinder thought experiment, the saturation of the lowest-porosity node nearly tripled when 1209 

porosity effects on capillary pressure were taken into account.  It may be further noted that 1210 

presenting volumetric water content in the absence of saturation may lead to confusion as to the 1211 

presence of water within low-porosity nodes because the porosity term dominates the saturation 1212 

term, for example, a near-zero volumetric water content node can have high saturation.  For 1213 

applications in which the saturation in pore space matters, such as calculations of relative 1214 

permeability, this may lead to erroneous interpretation of model results.  Furthermore, direct 1215 

examination of saturation results may aid in interpreting model behavior as compared to 1216 

experimental results.  In any case, for simulations of porous flow with changing porosity, 1217 

presenting saturation data separately from volumetric water content and porosity may be useful 1218 

for understanding the system behavior. 1219 

Conclusion 1220 
 We developed a new retention function that dynamically alters the capillary pressure 1221 

curve for porous media that experience porosity changes.  A maximum pressure and residual 1222 

saturation are calculated at each timestep based on the updated node porosity.  Capillary pressure 1223 

is then calculated as a function of saturation based on a new capillary pressure curve ranging 1224 

between residual saturation and a maximum saturation, 0 MPa pressure endpoint.  The new 1225 

function results in lower capillary pressures for high-porosity nodes at equal saturation as 1226 

compared to low-porosity nodes, simulating stronger retention in tighter pore spaces and more 1227 

complete drainage of open pores. 1228 
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 Two thought experiments presented in this paper illustrate how accounting for porosity 1229 

dependent retention alters simulation results and the fundamental behavior of the system.  Fixed, 1230 

saturation-only retention functions tend to equilibrate saturation evenly throughout the domain, 1231 

resulting in unphysical liquid water retained in void space.  Water therefore tends to accumulate 1232 

in high-porosity regions of the model domain.  The presence of abundant water in highly porous 1233 

nodes can further strengthen dissolution/precipitation reactions in heat pipe settings due to 1234 

heating and continued flow of brine towards the heat source.  The porosity-dependent retention 1235 

function tends to instead draw water out of higher porosity regions into adjacent low porosity 1236 

regions where capillary pressures are stronger for equal saturation.  As local porosity increases, 1237 

water will drain from these nodes.  If sufficient porosity is attained, further flow is prevented and 1238 

the heat pipe slows or stops.  These two modes cause fundamental differences in simulation 1239 

outputs, especially in a systems such as the numerical thought experiments in salt where 1240 

chemical reactions driven in part by moisture content lead to strong three-phase heat pipes. 1241 

 Based on our numerical thought experiments, large model errors may be produced if 1242 

fixed, saturation-only retention functions are applied to simulations of porous media with 1243 

changing porosity.  We observed large differences in results for porosity, saturation, volumetric 1244 

water content, temperature, and even the location at which porosity changes occur when we 1245 

compared simulations using the fixed, saturation-only retention function to those using the 1246 

porosity dependent retention function.  These errors may be particularly problematic in scenarios 1247 

where capillary effects are an important driver of the porosity changes.  A porosity-dependent 1248 

retention function, such as the one developed here, can improve in simulation results in such 1249 

cases. 1250 
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